
4/21/17 – Open Call for Artists Office Hours 
 
- Committed DCLA staff to physically attend and assess different events in the city instead of 
depending on the skill of grantwriters to determine who to give money to- wealthier the org, 
better the grantwriters they can afford and it doesn’t properly reflect the work of organizations. 
 
- Library space can be used for exhibiting work- in partnership with gallerists- libraries that are 
open late in the evenings. E.g. library and caribbean cultural literary center 
 
- Library branches need to be approached keeping in mind the resources that they have- must 
be hands on- some branches has exhibition space- lot of the time librarians don’t know how to 
utilize space- more people need to look at the space and guide librarians about how artists can 
display their work there- e.g. visibilizing libraries through murals 
 
- How to bring together information about resources and arts opportunities in all different 
libraries and branches and centralize availability of information e.g. through arts coordinators 
 
- Arts programs in libraries already serving specific constituencies- may not give funding, but 
can offer other resources like space- can become a beautiful relationship through long, 
partnership e.g. Maxine’s Caribbean think tank relationship 
 
- Federal level funding- proposed wiping out of NEA- what part of plan can leverage the 
continued support for programs to funders and folks with money- how can institutions like the 
Point be helped by DCLA in positioning themselves with relation to big institutions like MoMA to 
get on to the table so that they can get more diverse funding 
(Eddie- Corporate philanthropy- money trickling out for culture from corporates – volatile federal 
moment- need small orgs to diversify as so reliant on public money- DCLA wants to leverage 
other kinds of money to get to small and mid sized orgs. 
TF- Use SIAP report to advocate and ask for money from corporations) 
 
- Exorbitant process for applications- lots of issues. It has become a 100% more complicated. 
Pre-registration- HHS accelerator, SAM, Grants gateway- knocks a whole lot of orgs out of the 
box instantly- need a professional grantwriter on board to figure it out. Years ago culturals didn’t 
have to go through that. Reduce bureaucratic process. Culturals are vetted the same way as the 
army. 
 
- Corporations of any kind are zeroing in on the South Bronx- like red meat for everyone. Orgs 
are applying for small grants for culture in the Bronx that is meant for Bronx based cultural orgs. 
These orgs are in the business of getting grants, they are not community based orgs. Small 
orgs can’t compete (to be confirmed with Bronx River Arts). Need to sub contract to the arts and 
follow up. 
 
- Community gardens are threatened in The Bronx- part of culture here- property being turned 
into artist studios etc. Need help retaining these gardens- gathering spaces e.g. community 
gardens around Bronx River Arts 
 
- Mixed use for zoning is a huge issue in the Bronx- manufacturing zones were not made for 
residents. A lot of libraries have been sold to private developers e.g. Inwood with affordable 
housing which is debatable- what happens when libraries are under threat and the arts and 
culture there? (TF- trade-offs, capital burden on library system-new library+ affordable housing 



is at times cheaper than maintaing old ones, in exchange for real estate) 
 
- Flatbush branch of Carnegie- nobody knows about it. Branches are old and rundown branches 
need to be sold to get money to sustain themselves as cultural pot is getting smaller. 
Are private companies going to come in as Trump cuts arts and culture money? 
 
- Veneer theatre- association of non profit theatre companies- In addition to increase of 
minimum wage laws, all contracts with artists are increasing exponentially over the next 3 or 4 
years. The cost of business is increasing to maintain same level of artistry. 
 
- Grants- hear about this a lot- we need to think of other ways to have earned income- not 
dependent on politicians coming in and out- artists and culture workers must look creatively at 
how to have earned income to supplement and leverage their grants for sustainability. Non profit 
needs to be thought about as a business instead of depending on grants- raise earned income. 
It’s artists who change lives. 
 
- Who are the local actors when we talk about cultural plan and what neighborhoods are being 
‘targeted’? Who are local people in Bx who are part of the plan? (Eddie- want to get ourselves 
on agenda of other orgs- Bx museum, Bx zoo, LP, Bx heritage center, hostos, culture trolley, 
libraries) 
 
- Think about Community Land Trusts- put money aside and talk about neighborhoods and 
people affected- planners should think about their mothers and families before making decisions 
and putting them in a plan. 
 
- Library- in the technology age, libraries are soon going to become digital- have to be 
realistic- some people may not be digital savvy- majority of people not internet savvy- should 
there be a move towards libraries not becoming too digital? Multi level strategy to deal with 
people. 
 
- 92 nd st Y- dancer- Discussion on schools expanding hours- students and families are 
becoming more afraid to go to school- can schools be used as community centers- spaces 
much better than actual community center (TF- there will be a recco about this in the plan and 
we will talk with DOE, artists also need to give back to school)- also space in NYCHA spaces 
with locked community centers can be used for programming. 
 
- Vacant buildings that can be taken on for studio space?  
 













 


